Recurrent Shape Regression.
An end-to-end network architecture, the Recurrent Shape Regression (RSR), is presented to deal with the task of facial shape detection, a crucial step in many computer vision problems. The RSR generalizes the conventional cascaded regression into a recurrent dynamic network through abstracting common latent models with stage-to-stage operations. Instead of invariant regression transformation, we construct shape-dependent dynamic regressors to attain the recurrence of regression action itself. The regressors can be stacked into a high-order regression network to represent more complex shape regression. By further integrating feature learning as well as global shape constraint, the RSR becomes more controllable in entire optimization of shape regression, where the gradient computation can be efficiently back-propagated through time. To handle the possible partial occlusions of shapes, we propose a mimic virtual occlusion strategy by randomly disturbing certain point cliques without the requirement of any annotations of occlusion information or even occluded training data. Extensive experiments on five face datasets demonstrate that the proposed RSR outperforms the recent state-of-the-art cascaded approaches.